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Abstract

In this paper we introduce a method for automatically assigning subcategorization frames to previously
unseen verbs of Spanish, as an aid to syntactical analysis. Since there is not a consensus on the classes of
subcategorization frames, we combine supervised and unsupervised learning. We apply clustering techniques
to obtain coarse-grained subcategorization classes from an annotated corpus of Spanish, then evaluate these
classes and we finally use them to learn a classifier to assign subcategorization frames to the verbs of
previously unseen sentences.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we introduce a method that com-
bines supervised and unsupervised learning to
learn equivalence classes for verbs in Spanish.
These equivalence classes group together verbs
that present a similar syntactico-semantic be-
haviour, thus generalizing over the behaviour of
particular examples. Such generalization pro-
vides a level of granularity in the analysis between
coarse-grained part of speech tags (like Noun,
Verb, etc.) and the particularity of individual
lexical items (like “comer”, “beber”, etc.).

This intermediate level of generalization is ar-
guably useful to improve the performance of au-
tomatic linguistic analyzers, specially syntactic
analyzers, the so-called parsers. Knowing the

syntactico-semantic behaviour of the verb allows
to determine which syntactic structures are legal
for that particular verb, as in the following ex-
amples, marked with an asterisk when they are
ungrammatical:

a) * Los niños duermen sueños tranquilos. /
Los niños duermen.
* The children sleep quiet dreams. /

The children sleep.

b) Los niños desean sueños tranquilos. /
* Los niños desean.
The children wish quiet dreams. /

* The children wish.

c) Los niños sueñan sueños tranquilos. /
Los niños sueñan.
The children dream quiet dreams. /

The children dream.
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As can be seen in these examples, the verb dormir
(sleep) is only grammatical in intransitive sen-
tences, without a direct object, while the verb
desear (wish) is only grammatical in transitive
sentences, with a direct object, ant the verb soñar
(dream) is grammatical in both kinds of syntac-
tical structures. This information associated to a
verb is known as subcategorization frame.

Also, in most of the cases the syntactico-semantic
behaviour of the verb tends to determine an im-
portant part of the meaning of important clausal
constituents, like the subject, objects, etc: their
semantic role. A semantic role is a description
of the relationship that a constituent plays with
respect to the verb in the sentence. The sub-
ject of an active sentence is often the agent or
experiencer, while objects tend to be patients or
benefactive. It is commonly assumed that the se-
mantic role of clausal constituents is determined
by the verbal predicate of clauses, as in the fol-
lowing examples:

a) The representatives accepted the report from
the Academy.

b) The representatives suffered the report from
the Academy.

c) The representatives used the report from the
Academy.

The syntactic structure of these clauses is highly
similar, in all cases the pattern of phrases is
NounPhrase-Subject – VerbalGroup-Predicate –
NounPhrase-DirectObject – PrepositionalPhrase-
Ambiguous. However, the meaning of these
phrases is quite different when different verbs the
nucleus of the clause: in a, the Subject Noun
Phrase is the benefactive of the predicate, while
in b it is the patient and in c it is the agent.

Our approach consists in extrapolating the be-
haviour of known verbs to unknown ones, com-
bining unsupervised and supervised learning tech-
niques. To do that, we first characterize the
behaviour of the verbal senses annotated in the
SenSem [4] corpus. Then, we apply clustering
techniques to generalize the behaviour of these
verbal senses, obtaining coarse-grained classes.
These classes group together verbs with similar
syntactic behaviour, that is, they represent dis-
tinct verbal subcategorizations. Each annotated
example in the SenSem corpus is assigned to one
of these classes. From these tagged examples, we

learn a classifier that can assign an unseen exam-
ple to one of the coarse-grained classes obtained
from the corpus.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the following Section we give an overview of re-
lated work, then we describe the annotated cor-
pus we learn from and how examples are trans-
formed to represent subcategorization patterns,
and the way we have processed it to generalize
the learning data. Then, in Section 4 we present
our method to create coarse-grained equivalence
classes of verbs, and the procedures to evaluate
them. In Section 5 we describe some of the so-
lutions that we obtained, and justify their ade-
quacy using the proposed evaluation procedures.
The solution found most adequate at this stage of
research is further analyzed in Section 6, and we
explain some further work we have carried out to
refine the classes obtained in the initial cluster-
ing solution. Finally, in Section 7 we draw some
conclusions and sketch our future work.

2 Related Work

It is commonly assumed that subcategorization
frames can significantly improve the performance
of automatic syntactic analyzers of natural lan-
guage. However, the manual construction of lex-
ica with subcategorization information is very
costly. That’s why there have been several ap-
proaches to acquiring such information automat-
ically. A common approach consists in obtain-
ing the structures verbs occur with (the so-called
subcategorization patterns) in syntactically an-
alyzed corpora. This procedure usually con-
sists in 2 steps: acquiring the subcategorization
frame of verbs and then generalizing over the be-
haviour of particular verbs by finding equivalence
classes that group together verbs with similar be-
haviours. In this work we focus in the second
aspect, finding equivalence classes.

Much interesting work has been produced in the
last fifteen years in the area of subcategoriza-
tion acquisition, a good review can be found in
[14]. Here we highlight the main differences of
our work with respect to some well-established
previous work.

A big difference is found in the information pro-
vided by the subcategorization patterns of verbs,
which is also dependent on the corpus subcate-
gorizations are learnt from. In some cases the
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corpus is analyzed automatically [13] or not an-
notated at all [1], in many other cases subcatego-
rizations are acquired from a manually annotated
corpus [11, 3]. Different kinds of annotation make
it possible to distinguish verbal senses [9] or else
it is necessary to work at the level of verb lemma
[1, 3], leaving ambiguous verbs as such.

When working with examples from corpus, it
is necessary to discriminate which constituent
patterns are determined of the verb’s subcate-
gorization behaviour, and which are not verb-
dependent, that is, which constituents are argu-
ments and which are adjuncts, respectively. In
order to discriminate argumental patterns from
patterns with adjuncts, most of the previous work
applies filters to the examples from corpus, like a
frequency threshold [10], hypothesis testing [1, 5],
dismissal of phrases with a given category, etc.

The SenSem corpus provides information about
constituents that are arguments in each example,
so adjuncts can be discarded to model examples.
Since SenSem provides information about verbal
senses, our unit is not the verbal lemma, but the
verbal sense, because verbal senses can have very
differring subcategorization patterns.

With respect to the method for establishing
equivalence classes, different approaches have
been taken. [2] uses a confidence interval for in-
dicative cues to classify between two classes of
verbs, [12] use decision trees and [15] and [7] use
a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In this work
we use unsupervised clustering using the EM al-
gorithm for clustering. However, as will be seen
in the analysis, it seems more adequate to employ
a hierarchical clustering algorithm, which we will
do in future work.

Last but not least, it is important to note that
most of the work in subcategorization acquisition
has been done for English. Only a few works
can be found for other languages, particularly for
Spanish we know of [5, 7].

3 Representing subcatego-
rization from a corpus

3.1 The annotated corpus

Our departure point is SenSem [4], an anno-
tated corpus of Spanish consisting of 25,000 nat-

urally occurring clauses of newspaper text that
are tagged with a verbal sense, and where sen-
tence constituents have been annotated with their
morphosyntactic category, syntactic function and
semantic role. The most frequent 250 verbs of
Spanish are represented, and over 1100 senses are
distinguished. Each sense in SenSem has been
associated to a subcategorization frame obtained
as a synthesis of the structures found in the ex-
amples of the corpus.

From that corpus, we characterize verbal senses
by the arguments they occur with in annotated
examples, regardless of the order they occur with.
Each verbal sense is characterized as a vector.
The vector space for all senses consists of every
realization found in the annotated corpus. The
value of each vector in each dimension is the num-
ber of times that sense has occurred with that
particular realization. This kind of representa-
tion of verbal behaviour is generally accepted as
an adequate representation of the subcategoriza-
tion frame of verbs. See Figure 1 for an illustra-
tion.

Different transformations of the corpus are car-
ried out, thus configuring different spaces, as ex-
plained in the following Section.

3.2 Transformations of examples

Examples in the corpus are transformed in order
to reduce the attribute space and also the data
sparseness problem. In the first place, categories
are collapsed as seen in Table 2, thus reducing
variation in the realizations to be found, and the
order of occurrence of constituents is not taken
into consideration.

Then, we consider different subsets of the infor-
mation available for each example: category of
constituents only, category and syntactic func-
tion, and finally we also characterize examples
with the whole of the available information: cat-
egory, function and semantic role. Moreover,
we also reduce the attribute space by consider-
ing only realizations that occur more than 5 or
10 times in the corpus. These different config-
urations significantly change the size of the at-
tribute space, as can be seen in Table 1, but they
also change the detail by which examples are de-
scribed. Reducing the level of detail is beneficial
for those attribute spaces that suffer from data
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DirObj:NP-Subj:NP PrepObj:PP-Subj:NP Subj:NP DirObj:NP PrepObj:PP

aclarar 6 26 0 2 2 0
acceder 2 0 70 0 0 5

Figure 1: Illustration of how verbal senses can be characterized in terms of its contexts of occurrence, with
a subset of the patterns of realization in the corpus.

sparseness, as is the case when examples are char-
acterized by category, function and semantic role.
However, if examples are poorly characterized, re-
ducing the number of attributes may produce a
significant information loss.

We have to take into account that some of the
information we are using to characterize manu-
ally annotated examples will not be available for
unseen examples, like for example argumentality,
semantic role, or even syntactic function. How-
ever, to induce equivalence classes, we resort to
some of the information that is available in the
manually annotated corpus, so that classes are
well founded. Then, the problem of classification
will have to deal with the difference between the
way subcategorization classes are learned and the
information available for previously unseen verbs.

4 Equivalence classes

Then, we apply clustering techniques to obtain
classes of verbal senses that are similar accord-
ing to their realizations in the corpus, that is,
verbal senses that have similar subcategorization
behaviours. We use some of the clustering al-
gorithms provided by Weka [16]. More specif-
ically, we have tried Simple KMeans [8] and
Expectation-Maximization clustering (EM) [6].

EM is specially suited for our purposes because
the method can find an optimal number of classes
for a given dataset, so that the number of classes
is not provided by the researcher as an addi-
tional bias. In order to find the optimal cluster-
ing, the EM method assumes the cluster points
follow certain probability distribution, and so it
groups points in clusters that are optimal based
on that assumption. Since we use Weka, we are
assuming a Gaussian distribution, but we did not
check whether the data actually follow that dis-
tribution. However, in comparison with Simple
KMeans, EM provides results that are linguisti-
cally more adequate.

As with all unsupervised techniques, evaluation is
an unclear issue. Since we have not implemented

this method in a final application, we cannot use
the kind of indirect evaluation obtained from the
impact in application’s performance. However,
we have envisaged some methods to help evalu-
ate the adequacy of different clustering solutions.

4.1 Qualitative evaluation

In the first place, a manual, qualitative evalua-
tion of clustering solutions was carried out. We
studied the population of clusters, and cluster-
ing solutions that presented classes with only one
verb were dispreferred, because singleton classes
do not provide any generalization on the be-
haviour of the verbs. We also created a list of
pairs of highly similar verb senses, shown in
Table 3, and checked whether they were assigned
to the same cluster or to different clusters, the lat-
ter being an indicator of bad clustering solutions.
Finally, we also inspected the global content
of clusters, and determined whether the majority
of verbs in each cluster actually shared similar
subcategorization behaviour (for example, if they
were all transitives, ditransitives, etc.).

4.2 Quantitative evaluation

As for objective metrics, we developed two
quantitative methods for the intrinsic evalua-
tion of clustering solutions. The metric over-
lap (O) measures the amount of subcategoriza-
tion patterns that are shared by different clusters,
weighted by the relative frequency of each pattern
in each cluster, calculated as follows:

OA,B =

∑
p∈(PA∩PB) FA(p) + FB(p)∑

p∈(PA∪PB) FA(p) +
∑

p∈(PB∪PA) FB(p)
(1)

where

A, B clusters

PA set of patterns p in A

FA(p) frequency of occurrence of pattern p in A
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all realizations realizations > 5 realizations > 10
category 240 98 69

category + function 785 213 130
category + function + role 2854 44 317

Table 1: Reduction of the attribute space by using different subsets of the information associated to examples
and by discarding unfrequent realizations.

annotation in corpus compact
Pronoun1 Noun Phrase
Pronoun2 Prep. Phrase
Personal Pronoun1 Noun Phrase
Personal Pronoun2 Prep. Phrase
Relative Pronoun Noun Phrase
Relative Clause1 Noun Phrase
Interrogative Clause Noun Phrase
Direct Speech Noun Phrase
Reduced Clause Noun Phrase
Proper Name Noun Phrase

annotation in corpus compact
Comparative Phrase (Subject or Direct Object) Noun Phrase
Comparative Phrase (Indirect or Prep. Object) Prep. Phrase
Prepositional subordinated clause Prep. Phrase
Prepositional infinitive clause Prep. Phrase
Gerund clause Adv. Phrase
Adverbial clause Adv. Phrase
clitic pronoun Noun Phrase
ellided subject Noun Phrase
verbal particle particle
negative particle –

Table 2: Compactation of morphosyntactic categories of annotated constituents (syntactic functions and
semantic roles are left unchanged). Categories not shown in this table are not changed.

We assume that low overlap between classes in-
dicates that the classes contain verbal senses
with different syntactic behaviours, while a higher
overlap indicates that verbs in different classes
share an important part of their syntactic be-
haviour, which is not intended in our case. As can
be expected, the index of overlap is conditioned
by the number of classes: the more classes, the
higher the chances that overlap is low.

In many cases, different verbal senses are dis-
tinguished by different subcategorization frames.
That is why we provide a measure of how different
senses are distributed in clusters, distribution
of senses (SD), calculated as follows:

SD =
1

#V

∑
v∈V

#C(v)
#S(v)

(2)

where

V is the set of verb lemmas v
S(v) is the set of senses of v
C(v) is the set of clusters where at least one sense of

v is found

This indicator must be considered with some cau-
tion, since there are some verbal senses that share
the same subcategorization frames. In any case,
it is useful to complement the overall perspective
of the distribution of senses across clusters.

Finally, we considered classifier accuracy, that

is, the accuracy that automatic classifier could
achieve to classify unseen instances in its most ad-
equate cluster. So, we first obtained a clustering
solution, then tagged each example in the training
corpus with its corresponding cluster, and finally
performed ten-fold cross validation of classifiers,
which were trained on 90% of the corpus and then
evaluated on the 10% that was left, and this pro-
cedure was repeated 10 times with the 10 possible
different partitions of the corpus. This measure
gives us a good idea of the adequacy of a given
clustering solution for automatic analysis, and it
doesn’t present any additional effort, because no
additional evaluation corpus is needed. Classifiers
were trained and evaluated with Weka.

5 Overall analysis of cluster-
ing solutions

In what follows we describe different clustering
solutions obtained, using the evaluation methods
described in the previous section. Then, in the
following section we describe the solution that we
found optimal up to this point of experimenta-
tion, that is, the solution using as attributes real-
izations of constituents characterized by category
and syntactic function that occur more than 10
times in the corpus.

In general, solutions with the KMeans method
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hallar 3 encontrar 3 lie 1
acceder 2 entrar 2 go in 2
crear 1 construir 1 produce 2
valer 1 costar 1 cost 1

contener 1 constituir 1 contain 2

Table 3: Verb senses with highly similar subcategorization patterns, which are expected to be assigned to
the same cluster in good clustering solutions.

provided worse results than solutions with EM,
most of all regarding the population of clusters,
producing many singleton classes. This caused
significantly worse overlap indices, since solutions
had less “real” classes than their EM counter-
parts. However, even if a smaller number of real
classes was obtained, similar verbs were clustered
in different classes more often than in EM solu-
tions. That is why we discarded KMeans and
focused in solutions obtained with EM.

5.1 Morphosyntactic category

If only morphosyntactic categories are used to
characterize arguments in the examples, and only
realizations that occur more than 5 or 10 times
are taken into account, EM clustering provides so-
lutions where the population is well distributed in
medium-sized classes. There are very few differ-
ences between the solution with realizations that
occur more than 5 times and that with realiza-
tions that occur more than 10 times.

As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a light degra-
dation of the performance of all classifiers when
less attributes are used, which leads us to believe
that it is counterproductive to reduce the number
of attributes when little attributes are available.

It is difficult to obtain linguistically sound gener-
alizations of the behaviour of the verbs in these
classes, because of the high ambiguity of the re-
alizations described by morphosyntactic category
only, so these solutions were not considered for
further analysis.

5.2 Adding Syntactic Function

With examples characterized both by the mor-
phosyntactic category and syntactic function of
arguments, considering all realizations, EM pro-
vides an optimum of 2 classes, which is far too
coarse-grained for the purpose of enriching a lex-
icon. Some of the additional measures give very

good results for this solution (similar pairs of
verbs clustered together, Figure 2, performance
of classifiers, Figure 3) precisely because only two
classes are distinguished, so in this case these
measures should not be considered positive indi-
cators.

When considering only realizations that occur
more than 5 times, a solution in 3 classes is
obtained, and a solution with 5 classes is ob-
tained when considering only realizations that oc-
cur more than 10 times. As will be seen in Sec-
tion 6, the solution with realizations occurring
more than 10 times provides linguistically sound
classes and groups together many pairs of similar
verbs with respect to the relatively high number
of classes distinguished, so this will be the solu-
tion chosen for further analysis and development.

5.3 Adding Semantic Role

With examples characterized by their mor-
phosyntactic category, syntactic function and se-
mantic role of arguments, solutions that take into
account realizations occurring more than 5 or 10
times are far better than those using all realiza-
tions. It can be seen in Figure 3 that automate
classifiers perform better for solutions with real-
izations that occur more than 5 or 10 times, prob-
ably because they suffer less from data sparse-
ness. Also the number and population of clusters
is more understandable for these solutions, and
pairs of similar verbs are grouped together more
often (see Figure 2).

In these solutions we find four classes. The
biggest one is populated by verbs with virtually
any pattern of constituents but with a clear pre-
dominance of intransitive diatheses, explained be-
cause of the ellision of some aof the arguments in
the actual realizations in corpus, together with
purely intransitive verbs. A second class is popu-
lated by strongly transitive verbs, with few intr-
asitive diatheses, and the two smallest classes are
populated by verbs with marked semantic roles
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Figure 2: Some objective metrics for comparing clustering solutions: Number of clusters, number of similar
verb pairs in the same cluster and distinguishability of senses.

(origin, goal), with some intransitive realizations.

These classes were not considered for further
analysis because the predominant phenomena
(role of intransitive diatheses, transitives, etc.)
had already been found in solutions with category
and syntactic function only, which is precisely the
information that will be available in automatic
analysis, so solutions with role were momentarily
left aside.

6 Analysis of an interesting
clustering solution

As is explained in the previous Section, we chose
for further analysis the clustering solution with
the EM algorithm provided the most adequate
results for our purposes. A detailed description
of this solution follows. Then, we explain some
further analyses we did to obtain a refinement on
the classes of this solution.

6.1 Linguistic description

The chosen clustering solution distinguishes five
classes of verb senses, according to their subcat-
egorization patterns:

1. the biggest class, populated with 477 verb
senses that alternate beteween transitive
and intransitive realizations, and some
cases of prepositional realizations.

2. a class with 163 senses with predominantly
prepositional and intransitive realiza-
tions. Intransitive realizations can be ex-

plained by the omission of the prepositional
argument.

3. a class with 103 senses where realizations
alternate between ditransitives, transi-
tives and intransitives. Realizations
with less arguments can mostly be ex-
plained by the omission of one or two of
the arguments.

4. a class with 68 senses, populated by senses
very similar to those in 3.

5. the smallest class, with 63 senses that oc-
cur with mostly prepositional arguments
that alternate with intransitives and some
attributes.

It can be seen that these classes contain hetero-
geneous verbal senses. Therefore, it would be de-
sirable to perform some further clustering within
each of these classes to obtain finer-grained dis-
tinctions. The optimal way to do that is by ap-
plying a hierarchical clustering algorithm, as [15]
and [7], but in this first approach we just per-
formed some further EM clustering within each
of the classes, in order to inspect their popula-
tion better.

6.2 Subclustering

When subclustering was performed, EM found
no possible distinctions within classes 3 and 4,
probably because they are highly compact al-
ready. However, eight subclasses were distin-
guished within class 1: three subclasses group
verbal senses with transitive and intransitive real-
izations, which are most probably transitive verbs
that can occur with the ellision of one of its ar-
guments (including the subject). Four other sub-
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Figure 3: Objective metrics for comparing clustering solutions: classifier accuracy.

classes present prepositional and intransitive real-
izations, again intransitives can be explained by
ellisions. These subclasses are distinguished by
the presence in some of them of predicative real-
izations, transitives, etc.

In class 2 only two subclasses were distinguished,
one with ditransitive realizations and the other
with realizations with circumstantial arguments.
Finally, in class 5, constitued mainly by prepo-
sitional realizations, three subclasses are distin-
guished: one with attributes, another fully prepo-
sitional and a third where some transitive realiza-
tions can be found.

We can see that at the level of subclasses, it is pos-
sible to associate clusters with classical subcate-
gorization frames like NounPhrase Verb (Noun-
Phrase) and the like. Therefore, the use of hi-
erarchical techniques seems promising to obtain
the granularity of subcategorization information
we are looking for, this is left for future work.

We also believe that assessing the contribution of
the different features to the constitution of clus-
ters might provide interesting results, both to ob-
tain linguistically sound classes and to increase
the accuracy of classifiers.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a procedure to obtain coarse-
grained subcategorization classes to assign a sub-
categorization frame to each verb in a grammar
for parsing of Spanish. These classes allow to
extrapolate the behaviour of known verbs to un-
known verbs, thus providing a procedure to in-
crease the coverage of this kind of information in
a grammar at a very low cost.

We have used the information provided in an
annotated corpus to characterize the subcatego-
rization behaviour of verbs, then applied cluster-
ing techniques to find coarse-grained equivalnece
classes of verbs with the same subcategorization
behaviour. These classes seem linguistically well
motivated and can be automatically recognized
with a small error rate. We have developed vari-
ous methods for evaluating diverse clustering so-
lutions, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

We have found a good clustering solution, that
distinguishes verbs with clearly different subcat-
egorization frames. We have performed a further
clustering within the classes obtained, and found
that a second level is more interesting from the
point of view of granularity of the description.
Therefore, we will pursue future research by ap-
plying hierarchical clustering to the same prob-
lem, and we expect to obtain results that provide
a more fine-grained, adequate description of ver-
bal senses.
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The following phase of this work, once equiva-
lence classes are well established by clustering, is
to apply these classes to the same corpus, this
time not with manual but with automatic anno-
tation, and evaluate the performance of classifiers
in this realistic setting. Then, we will use these
classes and the classifier learned from the corpus
to assign a subcategorization class to previously
unseen verbs, also automatically annotated. We
will have to deal with the problem of verb sense
disambiguation, and assess how much sense dis-
ambiguation contributes to determining the ade-
quate subcategorization frame, and viceversa.
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